Exputec is a technology company based in Vienna that produces and sells Software and Consulting solutions in the field of Biotechnology.
Our innovative methods are based on discovering interdependencies which lead to a reduction of the process development time, heightened
confidence in scalability, and an increase in robustness of the biotech production.

For our office in Budapest, we are looking for a

Front-end Web Developer
As a software developer, you will take over an autonomous and creative position within Europe’s leading data science company for the biotech
industry.

As part of an interdisciplinary team (software developers, biotechnologists, statisticians) you will develop and implement beautiful and easytouse front ends for professional users working in the biotech industry. Based on an existing, state-of-the-art software framework, you will use
your skills to develop new features and improve existing functionalities for the purpose of data science. You will actively progress and shape
the development of cutting edge software products by combining your technical and design skills.

The following qualifications are expected:
•

At least 3 years hands-on experience with front-end development and web design

•

Practical experience with JavaScript, HTML, CSS and web frameworks like Angular or React

•

A good understanding of client/server communication methodologies (REST, WebSocket)

•

Practical experience with software development basics like source code management systems and issue tracking

•

You’re enthusiastic about good design, aesthetics and users in focus

•

Proficient in professional English to engage in deep technical discussions with international colleagues

We offer a highly motivated, modern, and agile team with a high degree of flexibility regarding your working times and places. We look
forward to your candidate submission, which you can send to us online at careers@exputec.com.
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